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It’s starting to seem like Gotham aka Red Deer City is without its saviors . With the Bat signal
lighting up the hash trail every night last week, Batman and friends were late to show. Sources
within the city Police Department (Royal Mount Me Police) have stated that none of his
proteges have yet arrived on the scene either.
When asked to comment, Commissioner “Doggie “ James Gordon had this to say. “ if Batman
wants to take a vacation at the Comfort Inn Red Deer, fine , hell I’d say it’s long overdue, but the
GCPD are more than capable of doing it’s job and protecting the city . Get this damn camera out
of my face!”
However on Thursday the Bat ‘n’ friends arrived on scene in their bat-two-wheels. The gang of
heroes included Batman (mount me) , crash man, ”simple” batman aka one nut aka Mobey,
They were joined by the flasher ….er “flash” father and daughter team, a slippery Batwoman,



a Wonder Woman who sometimes wears stickers and sometimes tassels on her titties. There
was a mature lady who Cums when she See’s Mickey Mouse , something age inappropriate
there but who am I to judge, Dicksee’s jester costume was so tight he wanted everyone to see
his cup. They were accompanied by a Nasty Pussie (Grabbin).
Off they went to solve the riddles and save the day!
Following the bat trail to a T, never missing an arrow or a marker, they found the joker’s follower.
This follower, who doesn’t know dick, handed us cards and puzzle pieces. Onwards the masked
crusaders went to save the city.

Climbing mountains and valleys they arrived at a certain Casino backdoor , yes backdoor works
for some. This place was the bomb! Literally ! The crew went to work to save Gotham from a
disastrous event. The puzzlers were faster than a speeding bullet in order to provide everyone
with the code to unlock the bomb. Keys were eventually handed to Wonder Woman. It’s a good
thing she has nice tits cause putting small things into holes quickly is not her calling. Alas they
beat the clock but still had to take a shot for the team!
ON ON they headed (did someone say head) towards that loose card slinging woman Harleen
(Harlotte) Quinzel, Harley Quinn, who also recently escaped from an asylum (are we



surprised??) She doesn’t know Dick either. This part of the journey was not without incident . It
involved loose chains, lost nuts and road rash. After collection of cards off to Commissioner
Gordon's garage for refreshments of all kinds. The hero team was also joined by some tall guy
in a trench coat and tie with green hair , and a bad makeup job. His arm was in a bit of a sling
and he was offering us swill. There were rumors that he may have been The Joker, or a Joker
in drag or perhaps just an overstressed Oilers fan. He was accompanied by a beautiful Ms
Daisy.

The crew regrouped for a series of celebrations , punishments and songs back at the bat cave,
some know it as a parking lot. There was chocolate and sour pussies galore! Costume awards
to Dixie and Crashman! Best Poke-her hands to that nasty pussy Grabbin and best number of
jokers hand to Daddy flasher. Hmmm Interesting that he ended up with three jokers given who
was handing out cards???

The Following week read “Batman Crew Savior or Menace ? Run of the Year was still a
Blast ! “




